BRT CEO LEON PEARSON IS LAUNCHING BRT OBAMACARE SATELLITE CELLPHONE FOR PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA TO DELIVER OVER 2.3 TRILLION DOLLARS OF USA EXPORTS INTO ASIAN VIA NASA RELAY TRDS K L RELAY SATELLITE S. ADDING NEW VIDEO RELAY SERVICES ON A NEW 5 G MOTOROLA SATELLITE CELLPHONE WILL ENABLE THE US GOVT TO BEAT CHINA IN GLOBAL EXPORT SALES BY STREAMING USA WALMART EXPORTS MACYS PRODUCTS FROM VI ASAT SATELLITE DI SH DI RECT V NOAA WEATHER SATELLITE S INFO COMMERCE S SO PEOPLE IN JAPAN CHAIN AND THE OTHER 12 PACIFIC RIM COUNTRIES CAN BUY USA EXPORTS VIA SATELLITE S AND USA CITIZENS CAN APPLY AND ENROLL FOR OBAMACARE HEALTHCARE SERVICES ANYWHERE ANYPLACE AND ANYTIME EVEN UNDERGROUND IN NYC MTA SUBWAY PLATFORMS, PLEASE MAIL MY EXPRESS FCC FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE MOBILE LICENSE TO THE NYC MTA HEADQUARTERS LOCATED AT 347 MADI SON AVE TO MTA PROCUREMENT MGR DAMON CHAN SO BLACK RENAISSANCE TECHNOLOGY CAN GET AWARDED THE NYC MTA 32 BILLION DOLLAR WIRELESS TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONTRACT BRT NEW 5G MOTOROLA SATELLITE CELLPHONE USES NEW NASA TRDS K L CHIPSETS ALREADY APPROVED BY PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA TO STREAM USPS DIGITAL MAIL AND SATELLITE MOBILE APPS TO DETECT BOMBS AND SANN GAS IN NYC SUBWAYS SO HOMELAND SECURITY AND NYC MTA AND NYPD IS IN DIRE NEED TO UTILIZE THIS NEW 5G MOTOROLA NSA DOUBLE ENCRYPTED SATPHONE WILL OPERATE ON THE HIGHEST X BAND FREQUENCY TO DELIVER NYPD FBI MTA FIREARMS TOBACCO CUSTOMS EMS FEMAL ALL FIRST RESPONDER NETWORKS ON 1 NASA CLOUD EMERGENCY NETWORK LINKING ALL USA FIRST RESPONDERS NAVY SPECIAL FORCES NAVY MAIL SERVICE NATIONAL GUARD US POSTAL SERVICES IRS DEA ESU US AIRFORCE SATCON SOCOM MARINES ALL WASHINGTON DC CAPITOL POLICE TREASURY DEPT DC FEDERAL LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES TOGETHER TO RESPOND TO ANY TERRORIST THREATS IS AWESOME VA AND DOD PENTAGON TOP SECRET INFORMATION CSFC CLASSIFIED RECORDS RECORDS DEVI CE SO ALL USA FIRST RESPONDERS CAN BE ON 1 NETWORK TO DETECT AND DETERT ISIS ALQUEDA TERRORIST THREATS AT OUR NYC PUBLIC AIRPORTS AND UNDERGROUND SUBWAY TRAINS AND NYC MTA BUSES,